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We present constraints on the annihilation cross section of WIMP dark matter based on the
joint statistical analysis of four dwarf galaxies with VERITAS. These results are derived from an
optimized photon weighting statistical technique that improves on standard imaging atmospheric
Cherenkov telescope (IACT) analyses by utilizing the spectral and spatial properties of individual
photon events. We report on the results of ∼230 hours of observations of five dwarf galaxies and the
joint statistical analysis of four of the dwarf galaxies. We find no evidence of gamma-ray emission
from any individual dwarf nor in the joint analysis. The derived upper limit on the dark matter
annihilation cross section from the joint analysis is 1.35 × 10−23cm3s−1 at 1 TeV for the bottom
quark (bb̄) final state, 2.85 × 10−24cm3s−1 at 1 TeV for the tau lepton (τ+τ−) final state and
1.32 × 10−25cm3s−1 at 1 TeV for the gauge boson (γγ) final state.
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PACS numbers: 95.35.+d, 11.30.Rd, 98.80.-k, 95.55.Ka, 07.85.-m49

I. INTRODUCTION50

The search for standard model particles resulting from51

the annihilation of dark matter particles provides an im-52

portant complement to the efforts of direct searches for53

dark matter interactions and searches for dark matter54

production at particle accelerators. Among the theo-55

retical candidates for the dark matter particle above a56

few GeV, Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs)57

are well motivated [24, 36] as they naturally provide58

the measured present day cold dark matter density59

[14, 32, 38, 46, 47]. In such models, the WIMPs ei-60

ther decay or annihilate into standard model particles61

that produce mono-energetic gamma-ray lines and/or a62

continuum of gamma rays with energies up to the dark63

matter particle mass.64

Attractive targets for indirect dark matter searches65

are nearby massive objects with high inferred dark mat-66

ter content and that are not expected to be sources of67

very-high-energy gamma rays. Dwarf spheroidal galaxies68

(dSphs) are relatively close (∼20 to 200 kpc) to Earth69

and lack conventional astrophysical high-energy sources70

of gamma rays [29]. Five dwarf galaxies have been ob-71

served with the Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Tele-72

scope Array System (VERITAS) between 2007 and 2013,73

for a total of 230 hours of high quality data.74

In this paper we perform a joint statistical analysis of75

dwarf galaxies observed with VERITAS. We find no ev-76

idence of dark matter annihilation in any of the dwarf77

galaxies individually observed with VERITAS or in a78

joint analysis of four of the dwarfs. We place upper lim-79

its on the emitted flux and derive upper limits on the80

annihilation cross section.81

II. OBSERVATIONS82

VERITAS is an array of four imaging atmospheric83

Cherenkov telescopes (IACTs), each 12 m in diameter,84

located at the Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory in85

southern Arizona, USA (31.68◦ N, 110.95◦ W, 1.3 km86

above sea level). Each VERITAS camera contains 49987

pixels (0.15◦ diameter) and has a field of view of 3.5◦.88

VERITAS began full array operations in the spring of89

2007. The instrument has gone through a number of up-90

grades since then to improve performance. In the sum-91

mer of 2009, the first telescope (“T1”) was moved to its92

current location in the array to provide a more uniform93

distance between telescopes, improving the sensitivity of94

the system [31]. The telescope-level trigger was replaced95
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with a faster system in the fall of 2011 [51], allowing96

for greater night-sky background (NSB) reduction during97

all operating modes of the experiment. The VERITAS98

camera pixels were replaced in summer 2012 with higher99

quantum efficiency photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), allow-100

ing for a lowered energy threshold [17]. VERITAS is sen-101

sitive to gamma rays from approximately 85 GeV (after102

camera upgrade) to greater than 30 TeV with a typical103

energy resolution of 15− 25% and an angular resolution104

(68% containment) of <0.1 degrees per event. The flux105

sensitivity of the standard analysis is such that a source106

with a flux of order of 1% of the Crab Nebula flux can be107

detected in approximately 25 hours of observation. The108

looser event selection criteria (commonly referred to as109

“cuts”) used in this work described later in this section110

resulted in a slightly larger energy resolution (25%-30%111

at 1 TeV) and angular resolution (∼0.12◦ at 1 TeV).112

From the beginning of four-telescope operations in113

2007 to the summer of 2013, five dwarf galaxies in the114

northern hemisphere have been observed by VERITAS:115

Segue 1, Ursa Minor, Draco, Boötes and Willman 1.116

Quality data for this analysis requires moonless and clear117

atmospheric (based on infrared temperature measure-118

ments) conditions and operation of all four telescopes.119

Dwarf galaxy data used in this work were taken dur-120

ing three different epochs of VERITAS operations: data121

taken before the move of T1, data taken after the T1122

move, and data taken after the camera upgrade. In123

all three epochs, data were obtained with the wobble124

pointing strategy, where the camera center is offset by125

0.5 degrees from the target position [18]. The wobble126

mode allows for simultaneous background estimation and127

source observation, reducing the systematic uncertainties128

in the background estimation as opposed to using sepa-129

rate pointings for background estimation.130

The data reduction mostly follows the standard tech-131

niques employed by VERITAS [22], with the notable ex-132

ceptions being the methodology of the cosmic-ray back-133

ground estimate, the adopted statistical approach based134

on individual photon weighting, and the method of im-135

age characterization for shower reconstruction. Images136

recorded by the VERITAS cameras are calibrated by137

the photomultiplier tube (PMT) gains. Traditionally the138

showers are characterized by their second moments [21].139

In this work each Cherenkov shower image is fit with a140

two-dimensional elliptical Gaussian function to get the141

parameter characterization of the shower [15]. This fit-142

ting method for Cherenkov images is advantageous be-143

cause the two-dimensional elliptical Gaussian fit allows144

for better point-spread function (PSF) characterization145

at high energies, and is less biased to images that are146

truncated at the edge of the camera or by dead pixels147

or suppressed pixels due to bright stars. This method148

of fitting has also been shown to reduce the time for a149

weak point source to reach 5σ by 20% [15]. The stereo150
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reconstruction of the event’s arrival direction and energy151

is accomplished by combining parameters from multiple152

telescopes [27]. The hadronic cosmic-ray background is153

reduced by applying mean scaled width and mean scaled154

length cuts [27]. The cuts were optimized a priori using155

data from known weak and soft-spectral very-high-energy156

sources. These “soft” cuts were selected to give the lowest157

possible energy threshold, which increases sensitivity to158

dark matter searches by allowing more low energy events159

to be used for the analysis. An additional cut is applied160

on the angle between the target position and the recon-161

structed arrival position, θ < 0.17 degrees, thus defining162

the signal search region or “ON region”.163

Many IACT analyses select background events from164

one or more OFF regions in the camera field of view [10].165

Two methods for forming an OFF region are commonly166

used. In the reflected region method (also called a wobble167

analysis), the source is offset from the telescope tracking168

position, and OFF regions consist of regions with the169

same size as the ON region with the same offset. In the170

ring background method the OFF region is an annulus171

surrounding the ON region.172

This analysis requires a larger sample of the measured173

background and to determine its energy spectrum, there-174

fore a third method is introduced. We name this new175

method the “crescent” background method (CBM) [50].176

This method was previously described in Berge et al. [10]177

but this is the first time it has been applied to IACT data.178

Background events are selected from an annulus similar179

to the ring background. However, the annulus is centered180

on the tracking position as opposed to the source position181

(see Figure 1). This gives roughly a factor of two more182

background events than from standard reflected regions183

(depending on the field of view of the array pointing).184

The ring background method typically used is not suit-185

able for this analysis, due to the energy dependence in186

IACT acceptances. Those acceptances are symmetrical187

around the tracking position to first order [10]. By select-188

ing events only from a region at approximately the same189

angular distance from the tracking position, we reduce190

the energy dependence of the background scaling factor,191

α.192

Visible starlight may bias the background estimate and193

is removed by defining circular background exclusion re-194

gions centered around stars with apparent magnitudes of195

mB < 8. The size of the exclusion region used varies with196

the brightness of the star; for example an exclusion region197

of 0.4 degrees is set around the 3.5-apparent magnitude198

star η Leonis in the field of Segue 1. The central region199

of radius 0.3 degrees around each dwarf is also excluded.200

The scaling factor of each background event, α, used201

to calculate the gamma-ray excess and significance [28]202

is determined by the ratio of the integral of the cosmic-203

ray acceptance within the ON region to the integral of204

the acceptance within the crescent-shaped OFF region.205

To better account for background systematics associated206

with deep exposures, an acceptance function was derived207

using the zenith angle of observation as well as the angu-208

FIG. 1. Illustration of the background method that is used
for the photon weighting analysis in the dark matter search.
The ON region is shaded in light blue, while the OFF region
is shaded in red. Note that this figure is not drawn to scale.
The standard offset from the center of the ON region to the
tracking position is 0.5◦.

lar distance from the tracking direction. The procedure209

is similiar to the one described in the appendix of Rowell210

[35] and is described in more detail in [8]. An acceptance211

gradient in the VERITAS cameras was determined by212

utilizing a smoothed map of the ratio of counts using the213

total data set for each dSph in each skymap bin to the214

azimuthally-symmetric acceptance in that map bin, a pa-215

rameter we refer to as flatness. If the radial-only accep-216

tance adequately describes the cosmic-ray background,217

then the flatness map should be uniform within statisti-218

cal errors across the field of view, i.e. it should not corre-219

late with zenith angle or any other external parameters.220

A second map was produced with the mean difference221

of the zenith angle of the reconstructed photon direction222

from the zenith angle of the array tracking direction at223

the time the event was recorded. We will refer to this224

as the mean zenith map for simplicity. A scatter plot of225

the contents of each bin for the mean zenith map and226

the flatness map was made, showing a strong correla-227

tion for each field of view. That correlation was fit with228

a fourth-degree polynomial which was used to re-weight229

each bin in the spatial acceptance map and re-calculate230

α. The difference between α with and without the zenith231

correction is . 1%.232

III. DARK MATTER DISTRIBUTION WITHIN233

THE DWARFS234

The strength of the predicted gamma-ray signal is pro-235

portional to the dark matter distribution within dwarf236
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FIG. 2. Mean point-spread function (left panel) and mean effective areas (right panel) vs. Monte Carlo (MC) energy for the
observing conditions of the five dwarf spheroidals in this work.

galaxies. In general, this is characterized by the J-profile,237

defined as238

dJ(n̂)

dΩ
=

∫
ρ2(`n̂) d`, (1)

where ` is the line-of-sight distance along the n̂ direction,239

dΩ is the solid angle, and ρ is the mass density profile of240

the dwarf galaxy.241

The distribution of dark matter in dwarf galaxies is242

obtained using line-of-sight velocity and position mea-243

surements of stars that are gravitationally bound within244

the dwarf galaxy potential well [37, 44]. Distributions245

of stellar velocities and positions are functions of the246

gravitational potential as described by the Jeans equa-247

tion [9, 11, 40–43].248

We adopt the observational constraints on J-profiles249

as derived by Geringer-Sameth et al. [19]. The density250

profile of each dwarf is modeled as a “generalized” NFW251

(Navarro-Frenk-White) profile [48],252

ρ(r) = ρs[r/rs]
−γ [1 + (r/rs)

α](γ−β)/α, (2)

with five free parameters. A likelihood function relates253

the five parameters (and a sixth nuisance parameter spec-254

ifying the stellar velocity anisotropy) to the observables255

through the Jeans equation. The parameter space is ex-256

plored, giving rise to a chain of posterior sample halos.257

This analysis generates many realizations of halos258

which reasonably fit the stellar kinematic data. This259

produces a systematic uncertainty for the dark matter260

search. When we present the results of the search and261

limits on the annihilation cross section we will separate262

this systematic uncertainty from the statistical uncer-263

tainty induced by our finite event statistics. This is264

done by repeating the analysis separately for different265

realizations of halo parameters. The systematic uncer-266

tainty “band” that results from this repetition should be267

thought of as reflecting our imperfect knowledge of the268

dwarf density profiles. See Section IX.C of [20] for de-269

tails.270

Use of the Jeans equation requires the assumption that271

stellar tracers are in dynamical equilibrium and the anal-272

ysis of [19] further assumes spherical symmetry, Plum-273

mer light profiles, and velocity anisotropy that is con-274

stant with radius. These are approximations, and all275

real systems will violate them at some level. Bonnivard276

et. al. [12] have studied the biases introduced by these277

effects. While the statistical uncertainty due to finite278

kinematic sample sizes dominates the errors in J for ul-279

trafaint dwarfs (e.g. Segue 1, Boötes 1, Willman 1), the280

assumption of spherical symmetry may cause a moderate281

bias (comparable to the statistical error bar) for the clas-282

sical dwarfs (e.g. Draco, Ursa Minor). In the combined283

analysis, the uncertainties for Segue 1 dominate the er-284

ror budget and our results will be insensitive to the other285

systematic effects mentioned above.286

The stellar population of Willman 1 shows irregular287

kinematics, which may be due to ongoing tidal disrup-288

tion of the satellite [45]. Regardless of the cause, the289

observations strongly suggest that Willman 1 is not in290

dynamical equilibrium, violating a core assumption of the291

Jeans equation. This object was excluded from the anal-292

ysis of Geringer-Sameth et al. [19], who considered the293

inferred J-profile to be unreliable with no handle on the294

magnitude of the error. In the present work, we therefore295

exclude Willman 1 from results which require an estimate296

of its J-profile.297

Additionally, Bonnivard et. al. [13] have pointed out298

the possibility of contamination of the stellar samples299

used to perform the Jeans analysis. Milky Way inter-300

lopers mistakenly included in the spectroscopic sample301

of dwarf member stars will inflate the inferred velocity302

dispersion and may bias J-profiles toward large expected303

annihilation signals. In particular, there are indications304

that Segue 1 may suffer from such contamination: the re-305

moval of several ambiguous stars from Segue 1 sample can306

have drastic (i.e. orders of magnitude) effects on J . Com-307

pared with classical dwarfs, this issue will be most severe308

for ultrafaint dwarfs, which have much smaller spectro-309

scopic samples. While several groups have begun ex-310
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tending the Jeans analysis framework to encompass fore-311

ground contamination[13][23][49], no uniform analysis of312

the dwarf population has been performed, though several313

groups have begun extending the analysis framework to314

encompass this effect [23][49]. Notably, the issue of con-315

tamination has not been observationally checked for any316

ultrafaint dwarfs apart from Segue 1 and the recently317

discovered Reticulum II. Ichikawa et. al. [23], simulating318

future spectroscopic observations, find that contamina-319

tion may bias J high by factors of ∼ 3 for the classical320

dwarfs Draco and Ursa Minor. Therefore, we caution321

that the uncertainties in our particle physics limits may322

be underestimated due to this additional astrophysical323

systematic uncertainty.324

IV. EVENT WEIGHTING325

We employ a newly-developed event weighting326

method [20] to simultaneously analyze the data from all327

five dwarf fields. This technique improves on standard328

IACT analyses by utilizing the spectral and spatial prop-329

erties of the individual events. It also takes into account330

the expected properties of the annihilation signal and the331

instrumental and astrophysical backgrounds, to perform332

an “optimal” analysis (see [20] for further details and a333

theoretical development of the technique).334

Given the reconstructed events in an ON region we335

seek an optimal way to extract a possible dark matter336

signal. Each reconstructed event is assigned a weight337

based on three parameters: the dwarf field ν it came338

from, its reconstructed energy E, and its reconstructed339

angular separation from the dwarf galaxy θ. The test340

statistic T is defined as341

T =
∑
i

wi, (3)

where the index i runs over all ON events from all dwarf342

fields and wi = w(νi, Ei, θi) is the weight of the ith event.343

The weight function w(ν,E, θ) can be an arbitrary344

function of the event properties. For example, a con-345

ventional ON/OFF analysis (see e.g. [6]) is recovered if346

w = 1 for all events within the ON region of a particular347

dwarf and w = 0 for all other events. In this case the348

test statistic is just the number of observed events in the349

ON region.350

The weight function can be designed to distinguish, as351

efficiently as possible, the difference between background352

and background plus a dark matter signal. An intuitive353

solution is to weight different events according to how354

likely they are to be due to dark matter compared to355

background.356

It has been shown [20] that when testing a simple null357

hypothesis (background only) against a simple alterna-358

tive (signal plus background) the optimal form of the359

weight function w(ν,E, θ) is360

w = log
[
1 +

s

b

]
, (4)

where s(ν,E, θ) is the expected number of signal events361

with properties (ν,E, θ), and b(ν,E, θ) is the expected362

number of background events due to all other processes363

besides dark matter annihilation (e.g. hadronic air show-364

ers, leptonic air showers and diffuse astrophysical gamma365

rays). The test statistic derived from this weighting is op-366

timal in the sense that it maximizes the statistical power367

of the hypothesis test; if a dark matter signal is hidden368

in the data this test statistic is most likely to turn up a369

detection (see [20] for details).370

The functions s(ν,E, θ) and b(ν,E, θ) are differential371

quantities, namely the expected number of events from372

dwarf ν with energies between E and E + dE and angu-373

lar separations between θ and θ + dθ. We use the events374

in the OFF region of each dwarf to estimate the func-375

tion b. The energy spectrum of these background events376

is modeled as a piecewise function. For energies below377

1 TeV we replace each event with a Gaussian of width378

3% of the measured energy, giving a kernel density esti-379

mate. This is a requirement of the kernel estimator and380

is unrelated to the VERITAS energy dispersion. Above381

1 TeV we splice on a power law with exponential cut-382

off. The form is f(E) = f0(E/E0)γ exp[(E − E0)/Ecut],383

where E0 = 1 TeV and f0 is the kernel density estimate384

of the spectrum at 1 TeV. The choice of 3% of the mea-385

sured energy as well as 1 TeV for the energy cutoff are386

arbitrary and do not affect the statistical significances of387

the search or the coverage of the limits. The parameters388

γ and Ecut are obtained using the unbinned maximum389

likelihood. We choose this smooth fitting function to390

avoid noise in the kernel density estimator due to the391

relatively low number of observed events with high ener-392

gies. The corrected solid angle ratios α between OFF and393

ON regions are used to predict the expected number of394

background events in the ON region for each dwarf. The395

background is assumed to be isotropic within the ON re-396

gion so the θ dependence of b(ν,E, θ) is proportional to397

sin(θ)dθ.398

The expected signal s(ν,E, θ) is determined by con-399

volving the dark matter annihilation flux with the VER-400

ITAS instrument response. The gamma-ray flux from401

annihilation, i.e. flux of photons from direction n̂ per402

energy per solid angle, is given by403

dF (E, n̂)

dEdΩ
=
〈σv〉

8πM2

dNγ(E)

dE

dJ(n̂)

dΩ
, (5)

where M is the dark matter particle mass, 〈σv〉 is the404

velocity-averaged annihilation cross section, and dNγ/dE405

is the spectrum of gamma rays from a single annihilation406

event. This last spectrum is determined by the branching407

ratios Bi into the various Standard Model final states:408

dNγ(E)

dE
=

∑
i

Bi
dNγ,i(E)

dE
, (6)

where dNγ,i/dE is the number of gamma rays produced409

per annihilation per gamma-ray energy by the products410

of channel i. We adopt the annihilation spectra given in411
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[16], including electroweak corrections. For annihilation412

into a two-photon final state we model the energy spec-413

trum as a gaussian of width 10% of the dark matter mass414

and an amplitude of two photons. This width is always415

less than the VERITAS energy resolution.416

The number of events reconstructed with energy E and417

angular separation θ is given by the convolution418

dN(E, n̂)

dEdΩ
=

∫
Et

∫
Ωt

dEtdΩt
dF (Et, n̂t)

dEtdΩt
R(E, n̂|Et, n̂t), (7)

where the subscript t denotes true energies and directions419

and the function R is the response of VERITAS. For clar-420

ity we have omitted a subscript ν from the quantities in421

Eq. 7, but the predicted dark matter flux and VERITAS422

response depend on which dwarf is being considered.423

The response R(E, n̂|Et, n̂t)dEdΩ is the probability424

(per incident flux) that a gamma ray with true energy425

Et and direction n̂t will be reconstructed with an en-426

ergy in the interval dE around E and in the solid angle427

dΩ around direction n̂. It is the product (summed over428

VERITAS observation runs) of the effective area Aeff , live429

time per observation run τ , instrument PSF, and energy430

dispersion D:431

R(E, n̂|Et, n̂t) =
∑
runs

τAeff(Et)PSF(n̂|Et, n̂t)D(E|Et).(8)

These four factors are computed for each observation432

run. Because the considered J-profiles and PSFs are az-433

imuthally symmetric in n̂ (i.e. dJ/dΩ only depends on434

the angle between n̂ and the dwarf and the PSF only435

depends on the angle between n̂ and n̂t), the expected436

number of events is also azimuthally symmetric and de-437

pends only on θ, the angle between the reconstructed438

direction n̂ and the direction of the dwarf.439

The VERITAS point spread function, PSF(θ|Et)440

(probability per solid angle of detecting a photon of true441

energy Et an angular distance θ away from its true direc-442

tion) is derived from gamma-ray simulations. The reason443

that simulations were used instead of data from a bright444

source (for example, the Crab Nebula) is that simulations445

provide much larger statistics, and therefore better char-446

acterization at all energies. The simulated PSF agrees447

well with Crab Nebula data, to within .10% in the en-448

ergy range where VERITAS is most sensitive. The same449

quality and background rejection cuts are applied to the450

simulated events, which are then binned in θ from 0◦ to 2◦451

and in E in the range from 0.01 TeV to 100 TeV, covering452

the entire VERITAS energy range. At each energy, the453

binned histogram is normalized over θ, forming the prob-454

ability distribution function, PSF(θ|Et). The VERITAS455

epoch, the energy and the zenith angle are the only simu-456

lated parameters that have an impact on the shape of the457

PSF in this work, although others were investigated. Az-458

imuthal angle and background noise dependencies have a459

negligible effect for this analysis. Examples of the energy460

dependence are shown in the left panel of Figure 2. The461

differences in the curves are due to differences in zenith462

angle and the epochs the dSphs were observed in.463

The effective collection area, Aeff(Et) is a function of464

the true gamma-ray energy Et, and it depends on the465

zenith and azimuth angles of observations, the amount466

of background noise present, VERITAS configuration467

epoch, offset of the source from the target position, and468

the gamma-ray cuts [30]. The right panel of Figure 2469

depicts the average effective area curves of the observ-470

ing conditions (zenith, azimuth, NSB and epochs) for all471

dwarf galaxies included in this study.472

The line spread function, or energy dispersion473

(D(E|Et)) quantifies the energy resolution and bias of474

VERITAS. It is constructed by generating Monte Carlo475

gamma-ray showers at a true energy and putting the476

simulated showers through a simulated detector and the477

same reduction and cuts as the data. The shower re-478

construction algorithm of the data analysis assigns the479

event a reconstructed energy E [30]. Simulated showers480

that survive the “soft” cuts described above are put into481

a two dimensional histogram of reconstructed and true482

energy. Each bin of Et is normalized to unity to produce483

a probability density function.484

Finally, the expected number of dark matter events485

from a dwarf with reconstructed energy between E and486

E + dE and separation between θ and θ + dθ is simply487

s(ν,E, θ) =
dN(ν,E, θ)

dEdΩ
dE 2π sin(θ)dθ, (9)

with dN/dEdΩ given by Eq. (7).488

To conduct a search for annihilation or set limits on489

the cross section we compute the probability distribution490

for measuring the test statistic under various hypothe-491

ses. For example, to conduct a search for dark matter492

annihilation, the observed value of the test statistic Tobs493

is compared with the probability distribution for T due494

to background processes only P(T |bg-only). The signifi-495

cance of the detection is defined as the probability that496

T is less than Tobs under the background-only hypoth-497

esis. It is convenient to convert this probability into a498

“sigma value” using percentiles of a standard Gaussian499

distribution.500

Alternatively, to construct upper limits on the annihi-501

lation cross section we compute the distribution for T502

given a particular dark matter model, which includes503

specifying values for the particle mass M , cross sec-504

tion 〈σv〉, and the branching fractions Bi (see Eqs. (5)505

and (6)).506

The method for computing the probability distribution507

for T under any dark matter hypothesis (i.e. 〈σv〉 6= 0),508

is detailed in [20]. An abbreviated description follows.509

The test statistic is the sum of two independent quanti-510

ties Ts and Tb: the sum of the weights of events due to511

dark matter (signal) and all other sources (background).512

The weights of individual signal events are statistically513

independent and they are independent of the weights of514

background events. Further, in this study we assume that515

background events are all independent of each other.516
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Dwarf Zenith Azimuth Exposure Energy Range
[deg] [deg] [hours] [GeV]

Segue 1 15-35 100-260 92.0 80 - 50000
Draco 25-40 320-40 49.8 120 - 70000
Ursa Minor 35-45 340-30 60.4 160 - 93000
Boötes 1 15-30 120-249 14.0 100 - 41000
Willman 1 20-30 340-40 13.6 100 - 43000

TABLE I. Dwarf galaxy zenith and azimuth range, total ac-
cumulated exposure and energy range after cuts are applied.
Azimuth is measured east from north. Upper energy range is
defined as energies where the uncertainty in effective area is
less than 10%.

Under these conditions, the variables Ts and Tb are517

described by compound Poisson distributions: the sum518

of independent random variables (the weights) where the519

number of terms in the sum is a Poisson distributed vari-520

able. All that is required to construct the distribution is521

the expected number of events that will be detected with522

each weight. This is found by discretizing the (ν,E, θ)523

space in a finite number of bins and computing the ex-524

pected number of events in each bin (Eq. 9) and the525

weight assigned to events in each bin (Eq. 4). Then a526

histogram is formed over the weight variable.527

For the background events we consider the same dis-528

cretized (ν,E, θ) space. The weight of events in each bin529

is computed as above. The expected number of back-530

ground events in each bin is computed using the empirical531

energy distribution of the OFF events and assuming the532

background events will be isotropic within the ON region.533

Specifically, each OFF event from dwarf ν with recon-534

structed energy in bin E contributes αdΩj/Ω expected535

events to the (ν,E, θj) bin, where α is the ON/OFF ra-536

tio for the run, dΩj is the solid angle of the j-th θ-bin,537

and Ω is the total solid angle of the ON region. This pro-538

cedure is equivalent to a background model where events539

are sampled from OFF regions (with replacement) and540

distributed isotropically within the ON region; the prob-541

ability of selecting an OFF event is proportional to its α542

value.543

The probability distribution for T is the convolution544

of the probability distributions for Ts and Tb (since545

T = Ts + Tb). The compound Poisson distributions and546

the convolutions are efficiently calculated using standard547

Fast Fourier Transform techniques.548

In principle, the statistical power of the analysis can be549

increased by having an event's weight depend on the run550

in which it was detected (in addition to its energy, angu-551

lar separation, and which dwarf field it was detected in).552

This generalization would automatically and optimally553

“downgrade” runs which had poor observing conditions554

(smaller effective area, larger background flux). How-555

ever, this requires having accurate background models556

and response functions on a run by run basis and current557

datasets are not large enough to allow this. In general,558

the search becomes more sensitive as the event weights559

are allowed to depend on more observables.560

V. RESULTS561

A. Search for annihilation in individual dwarfs562

The search for dark matter annihilation is performed563

by measuring Tobs and comparing this with the probabil-564

ity distribution for T due to background. A search in an565

individual dwarf field is performed by setting the weights566

of events from all other dwarfs to zero. The weight func-567

tion Eq. (4) requires a signal hypothesis s(ν,E, θ) which568

depends on the dark matter parameters M , 〈σv〉, and569

Bi. We perform a search for dark matter of each mass570

and annihilation channel (assuming Bi = 1) in heavy571

quarks (bb̄) and leptons (τ+τ−) as well as a two photon572

final state. The cross section 〈σv〉 is a measure of the573

expected signal amplitude and must be specified in order574

to assign weights. A specific value 〈σv〉90 is used: it is575

the value of the cross section for which there is a 90%576

chance of making a 3σ detection, where σ is defined as577

number of standard deviations above the background. In578

VHE astronomy, 5σ is typically required for a discovery.579

In practice, the search is essentially independent of the580

specific value of 〈σv〉 used in the weighting, but 〈σv〉90581

is chosen to make the search as sensitive as possible to582

cross sections that are on the verge of being detectable583

by the instrument.584

Figure 3 shows the results for the search in the in-585

dividual dwarfs. No evidence of dark matter annihila-586

tion at any mass has been observed in any one of the587

dwarfs. Note that annihilation into a two photon final588

state terminates at the highest energy of the event sam-589

ple as shown in the last column of Table I. These run590

from the lowest reconstructed energy for an off source591

event to an upper energy where the uncertainty in the592

effective area is 10%. The limits given here are insensi-593

tive to these energy thresholds.594

B. Flux upper limits595

Due to the lack of any detectable signal and in order596

to compare with complementary experiments we derive597

a flux upper limit Φγ(E > Emin), as598

Φγ(> Emin) = Nγ,obs(> Emin)

∫ ∞
Emin

dNγ
dE

dE

×

∑
j

∫ ∞
Emin

τjAeff ,j(E)
dNγ
dE

dE

−1

(10)

where Nγ,obs is the total observed number of events along599

the direction of a dwarf, τj and Aeff ,j(E) are the obser-600

vation time and effective area of each j run, respectively,601

and dNγ/dE is the assumed source differential energy602

spectrum. The energy threshold Emin is defined here as603

the maximum of the efficiency curve which is defined as604

the effective area curve multiplied by the assumed source605
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FIG. 3. Results of the individual search for dark matter anni-
hilation for three Standard Model final states. For each dark
matter mass (x-axis), the y-axis gives the significance of de-
tection, defined as the quantile of the probability distribution
of the background-only model. This probability is converted
into a “sigma value” using the inverse CDF of a standard
Gaussian. The gray band represents the range of ±1σ.

differential spectrum. In this case, the assumed differen-606

tial spectrum is a power law of index -2.4. The bounded607

profile likelihood ratio statistical method of Rolke et al.608

[34] is used in this analysis to determine the upper limit609

on the number of gamma rays from the direction of each610

dwarf. The last column in Table II shows the resulting611

upper limits.612

C. Combined search613

Compared with examining individual dwarfs, pooling614

the data from all of them yields a search sensitive to615

weaker annihilation cross sections. The ON events from616

Boötes 1, Draco, Segue 1, and Ursa Minor are weighted617

according to Eq. (4) and summed according to Eq. (3).618

We do not include Willman 1 in the joint analyses be-619

cause its irregular kinematics preclude a reliable deter-620

mination of its J-profile via the Jeans equation (see dis-621

cussion in Section III and [19]).622

In this approach, the J-profiles must be taken into ac-623

count since they are no longer degenerate with the cross624

section. We incorporate the systematic uncertainties in625

the dark matter distributions in the dwarfs by perform-626

ing an ensemble of searches. For each, we assign each627

dwarf a J-profile from the posterior distribution of halo628

parameters [20]. The scatter of the search resulting from629

many such realizations gives a measure of the systematic630

uncertainty due to our incomplete understanding of the631

density profiles in the dwarfs.632

The results of the combined search are shown in Fig-633

ure 4. The dashed lines bound 68% of the halo profile634

realizations and the solid line is the median significance.635

The combined observation shows no sign of dark matter636

annihilation in any channel.637

D. Upper limits on the cross section638

We slightly modify the procedure of [20] to compute639

cross section upper limits. In that work 95% confidence640

limits were generated using the Neyman construction of641

confidence belts. There, a hypothesis test is performed at642

every value of the cross section. The 〈σv〉-space is divided643

into two regions where the hypothesis can and cannot be644

rejected at 95% confidence, with high enough values of645

〈σv〉 always being rejected. The boundary between the646

regions constitutes a 95% upper limit on the cross section.647

The hypothesis test is performed by asking, for a given648

value of 〈σv〉, whether the probability that T < Tobs is649

less than 5%. If it is, then this value of the cross section650

is rejected.651

In this work we adopt the CLs technique [25, 33] (some-652

times called modified frequentist analysis) to produce up-653

per limits. This method is strictly more conservative654

than the Neyman construction described above, i.e. al-655

ways gives a larger upper limit, but has the benefit of656

being immune to downward fluctuations of background657

causing the upper limits to be much lower than the ex-658

perimental sensitivity. That is, in the scheme described659

above, if there is a strong enough negative fluctuation of660

background so that P(T < Tobs|〈σv〉 = 0) < 5% even661

the 〈σv〉 = 0 hypothesis will be rejected causing the 〈σv〉662

upper limit to be zero.663

The 95% confidence level upper limits on the annihi-664

lation cross section are presented in Figures 5 and 7.665

Each panel constrains dark matter with a 100% branch-666
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Dwarf NON NOFF ᾱ Significance N95% Φ95% D log10 J(0.17◦)
[counts] [counts] [σ] [counts] [10−12cm2s−1] [kpc] [GeV2 cm−5]

Segue 1 15895 120826 0.131 0.7 235.8 0.34 23 19.2+0.3
−0.3

Draco 4297 39472 0.111 -1.0 33.5 0.15 76 18.3+0.1
−0.1

Ursa Minor 4181 35790 0.119 -0.1 91.6 0.37 76 18.9+0.3
−0.3

Boötes 1 1206 10836 0.116 -1.0 34.5 0.40 66 18.3+0.3
−0.4

Willman 1 1926 18187 0.108 -0.6 23.5 0.39 38 N/A

TABLE II. Dwarf galaxy detection significance (generalized Li & Ma method) and integral flux upper limit with 95% confidence
level above 300 GeV, assuming a spectral index of -2.4. The last two columns are the heliocentric distance to each object and
the inferred value of J-profile integrated within a cone with half-angle of 0.17◦ (i.e. over the ON region), errors denote the 16th
and 84th percentiles on the posterior [19]. Note that this analysis uses the J-profile convolved with the VERITAS instrument
response as discussed in Section IV.
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FIG. 4. Results of the combined search for dark matter annihilation in the four dwarf galaxies whose dark matter density
profiles can be reliably determined for annilhilation into four standard model final states. For each dark matter mass (x-axis),
the y-axis gives the significance of detection, defined as the quantile of the probability distribution of the background-only
model. This probability is converted into a “sigma value” using the inverse CDF of a standard Gaussian. The dashed lines
show how the detection significance depends on the uncertainty in the dark matter density profiles (the solid line is the median
over all allowed density profiles).

ing fraction into various Standard Model final states. The667

shaded band represents the 1σ systematic uncertainty in-668

duced by our imperfect knowledge of the dwarfs’ density669

profiles. They are produced by repeating the limit calcu-670

lation over an ensemble of realizations of the dwarf halos671

from the distribution described in Section III. The lower,672

upper, and center of the band correspond to the 16th,673

84th, and 50th percentiles of the distribution of limits674

over halo realizations. All other systematic uncertainties675

are negligible in this work in comparison and have been676

ignored. The median limits for all channels are shown in677

Figure 8.678

As discussed in Section III, recent work has questioned679

the reliability of the J-profile of Segue 1 because of pos-680

sible foreground contamination of its spectroscopic sam-681

ple. By excluding Segue 1 from the combined analy-682

sis (i.e. setting its dark matter density to zero) we can683

bracket the effect that this unmodeled systematic un-684

certainty has on the particle physics constraints. Cross685

section limits are substantially weakened below a particle686

mass of about 400 GeV due to the lower energy threshold687

for the Segue 1 observations as compared to Draco and688

Ursa Minor (see Figure 2). Depending on the annihila-689

tion channel, excluding Segue 1 increases the 〈σv〉 limit690

by a factor between 9-14 at 100 GeV, 4-7 at 200 GeV,691

2-5 at 400 GeV, 2-3.3 at 1 TeV, and 1.2-2 above 10 TeV.692
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FIG. 5. Annihilation cross section limits from the joint analysis of dwarf galaxies. The shaded bands are the systematic 1σ
uncertainty in the limit derived from many realizations of halo J-profiles of the dwarfs consistent with kinematic data. The
solid line depicts the median of this distribution of limits over the halo realizations with all dSphs except Willman 1. The
dashed line depicts the median limits of the distribution of limits without Segue 1 and Willman 1. A machine-readable file
tabulating these limits is available as supplemental material.

Combined limits with and without Segue 1 included in693

Figures 5 and 7.694

E. Statistical fluctuations695

Hypothetically, if we were to repeat the measurement696

many times while holding the J-profiles of the dwarfs697

fixed, we would still obtain a distribution of limits due698

to statistical fluctuations intrinsic to a finite data set.699

We quantify the impact of the statistical uncertainty by700

looking at the distribution of the test statistic under the701

background-only hypothesis. That is, without using the702

events in the ON region, we take Tobs to be a given quan-703

tile of P(T | 〈σv〉 = 0) and find the upper limit that704

would be obtained if this value had actually been mea-705

sured. By taking the 0,±1σ,±2σ quantiles we find ranges706

where the observed limit is likely to lie. These are plotted707

in Figures 6 and 7. Specifically, due to random fluctua-708

tions of the background in the ON region, there is a 68%709

chance that the observed limit lies in the green band and710

a 95% chance that it lies in the yellow band. The dashed711

line is the median expected limit: there is a 50% chance712

that the observed limit is stronger than this. The solid713

black curve is the observed limit using the data from714

the ON region. This plot contains similar information715

to Figures 3 and 4. It shows how consistent the obser-716

vations are with the background-only hypothesis. These717

plots were made using a particular set of J-profiles for718

the dwarfs, chosen to align well with Figures 5 and 7,719

and are meant to illustrate the experimental sensitivity720

of VERITAS and show the effect of background fluctua-721

tions on the cross section limits.722
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FIG. 6. Expected annihilation cross section limits from the joint analysis of four dwarf galaxies. The green and yellow bands
depict the a 68% and 95% chance of the limit being in these regions. The expected limit has a 50% chance to be below the
dashed line, while the solid line shows the observed upper limit for a particular realization of halo density profile (the actual
width spanned by the complete sample of different profiles is shown as the shaded area in each panel of Figure 5).

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION723

The VERITAS limits in comparison with other concur-724

rent gamma-ray instruments as well as older VERITAS725

results are shown in Figure 9. For the first time in an726

IACT DM search, this work uses the individual direc-727

tion in addition to energy information of each event in728

the construction of the test statistic. The VERITAS re-729

sults shown in this work are a substantial improvement730

over the entire WIMP mass range over the previous re-731

sult with 48 hours on Segue 1 [7]. VERITAS has a di-732

verse dark matter program: observing time is divided733

between both the classical and ultrafain dSphs since we734

still have an imperfect knowledge of dwarf spheroidals735

and their J-profiles and their systematic uncertainties.736

This is especially important in light of the considerable737

uncertainty in the reconstruction of dwarf dark matter738

density profiles (see Section III and Figure 5). The strat-739

egy taken here of combining multiple targets in a single740

dark matter search mitigates sensitivity to future find-741

ings about particular galaxies. Pointed telescopes that742

rely heavily on a single target (e.g. Segue 1) may find743

their results susceptible to large, unaccounted systematic744

uncertainties. The Fermi-LAT, with a large duty cycle745

on all dSphs and low backgrounds, sets more stringent746

limits in the low mass range; however, the IACTs (VER-747

ITAS, MAGIC and HESS) put more stringent limits at748

the high mass range (M & 1 TeV), where Fermi-LAT has749

very low statistics.750

Although no future hardware upgrades are currently751

planned for VERITAS, several advanced analysis tech-752

niques are starting to be deployed for VERITAS data.753

These techniques (e.g. boosted decision trees for754

γ/Hadron separation[26]) could boost dark matter sen-755

sitivity by 30-50%. Additionally, the cuts used for this756

analysis were “point-like”, optimized for the detection757
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FIG. 7. Same as Figures 5 & 6 for the case of dark matter annihilation to a two photon final state.
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FIG. 8. The median annihilation cross section limit from
all dwarf galaxies and for all channels (the solid curves of
Figure 5 and 7). The strongest continuum constraints are
from a heavy lepton final state. The thin dashed horizontal
line corresponds to the benchmark value of the required relic
abundance cross section (3 × 10−26cm3/s), while the solid
horizontal line corresponds to the detailed calculation of this
quantity [39].

of point sources. Nearly all the dark matter profiles for758

dwarf galaxies extend larger than the ON source region759

used in this work. An extended source analysis using a760

larger signal region could boost dark matter sensitivity761

by as much as a factor of two, dependent on the J-profile762

for each dSph. Dwarfs and other dark matter targets763

remain high-priority targets for the remainder of the life-764

time of VERITAS.765

The current upper limits on the annihilation cross sec-766

tion are about two orders of magnitude away from the767

relic abundance value (〈σv〉 ≈ 10−26cm2s−1). This high-768

lights the importance of improving both the instrumental769

sensitivity and the particle physics analysis. It is vital770

to extract all information present in the data to push771

experiments to the limit of their capability. The event772

weighting method, applied to IACT analysis for the first773

time, is a powerful and efficient way to combine multi-774

ple data sets and use our knowledge of the dark matter775

distribution and particle properties to perform optimal776

searches. For the first time, the event angular direction777

is used in addition to the energy of individual events for778

an IACT dark matter search.779

It should be noted that the dark matter annilihation780

limits in this work were independently cross checked781

with a variation of the Full Likelihood utilized by the782

MAGIC collaboration[5] for a single halo realization for783

each dSph. The only major difference is that DM profiles784

were convolved with the VERITAS PSF described in this785

work, giving an integrated J-factor that is a function of786

energy. The combined dwarf limits of the two methods787

agreed within both the expected limits and J-factor sys-788

tematic limits for the entire DM mass range used in this789

work.790

To reach the thermal relic cross section, it may be nec-791

essary to combine all data taken from several gamma-792

ray telescopes into a single, deep search, expanding on793

the example that has been demonstrated by the MAGIC794

and Fermi-LAT collaborations [4]. The methods we em-795

ployed here may help prepare the experimental astropar-796

ticle physics community to accomplish this with upcom-797

ing experiments such as the Cherenkov Telescope Array798

(CTA) [2].799
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FIG. 9. Annihilation cross section limits for dwarf spheriodial galaxies from this work, HESS [1], MAGIC [5], Fermi-LAT [3],
a combined result of MAGIC and Fermi-LAT [4] as well as previous VERITAS results [7] for the bb̄ (left) and τ+τ− (right)
channels.
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